Forty-Four Girls Leave Campus

Preparing to leave campus to undertake the job of student teaching are: Sue Ellen Hall, Jane Moreland, Sue Crickard, and Linda Via.

Forty-four girls waved good-bye to Madison on Wednesday, November 29, 1959, to undertake the job of student teaching in surrounding areas. The teachers will be living with relatives, families off campus and teaching in schools close to their homes. The school that the teachers will be teaching in is in Albemarle County. Three girls are in Albemarle County. The teachers will be living with relatives, families off campus and teaching in schools close to their homes.

Three girls are in Albemarle County. They are: Judith Shrecksheine, Nancy Rice and Zita Yates. Four Coral Hall, Barbara Dickerson, Patricia Hayes, Nancy Hopkins, Diana Leister, Annette Meek, Nancy Minter, Martha Sue Padgett, Dorothy Shiffler, Susan Smith, and Mary Susan Strider traveled to Waynesboro, Virginia. Jane Holt. She is the only one at woodland, Virginia.


A few students are remaining on campus and teaching in schools closer to home: Carol Brown, Thelma Creel, Ruth Elfrink, Eldon Layman, Georgia McFadden, Mary Virginia Shaeffer, and Barbara Stearn.

To all of those who are student teaching, we wish GOOD LUCK!

Forty-Four Girls Leave Campus
For Student Teaching Posts

Preparing to leave campus to undertake the job of student teaching are: Sue Ellen Hall, Jane Moreland, Sue Crickard, and Linda Via.

Forty-four girls waved good-bye to Madison on Wednesday, November 29, 1959, to undertake the job of student teaching in surrounding areas. The teachers will be living with relatives, families, or in homes approved by the college. February 2, 1960, will be the return date for all those who left Madison for student teaching in February 1960.

Thanksgiving Sunrise
To Be Sunday Morning

The annual Thanksgiving Sunrise will be held on the campus of Madison College. The Sunrise service will be held back campus on Sunday, November 21, 1959, beginning at 6:45 a.m.

The Rev Harold Eitelman, pastor of the Chicago Avenue Memorial Church in Harrisburg, will be the speaker. A trio composed of Suzanne Kraige, Peggy Bryan, and Eugenia Ellmen. The Madrigals will sing "Ora Pro Nobis," "The Christmas Carol," "St. Volodya," and "Jesus on the Cross." The decision of the judges will be final.

Before bringing a conclusion to the plans concerning the year's activities in plans for the selection of its sweetheart. Many campus organizations are assisting by sponsoring a senior for this honor. These can-candidates will be presented at a later date to the student body. The sweetheart will be introduced at the Christmas formal dance.

The plan for the following years' activities is centered around becoming a member of a national fraternity.

The officers for this year consist of Dick Barnes, president; Don Miller, vice president; Eldon Layman, recording secretary; John Earman, corresponding secretary; Norris Sim- mons, treasurer; Richard Fogle, chaplain; Bert Elfrink, sergeant at arms; and Sam Ousen, editor of the handbook.
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Learn To Swim

Coach classes in beginning swimming for freshman girls who did not know how to swim were offered by the physical education department for a period of six weeks.

Since no coach classes will be offered the second eight weeks it was very important that the girls took part in this work. These seven classes were under the very capable direction of Miss Dorothy Savage, Mrs. Mary Nelson, and Grace Signor, respectively. The two Tuesday classes — 3:00 P.M. and 7:00 P.M. were under the able instruction of Miss Dorothy Savage, Mrs. Mary Nelson, and Grace Signor, respectively. Judy Brown instructed the 7:00 P.M. class on Wednesday, and Janet Past conducted the 4:30 P.M. class on Thursday.

The physical education department is grateful to the staff of the Schoolma'am for their work at the pool with these beginning swimmers.

Senior Life diving class will be met to meet Tuesdays from 8:30 P.M. and under the instruction of Mr. James Sowers. All who wish to take part should sign up at the pool. There are five requirements for this class: The first is to be able to do a standing dive from the end. The second is to swim twenty lengths of the pool continuously. Diving from the surface to a minimum depth of six feet is the third requirement. Treading water and floating motionless are the fourth and fifth requirements respectively.

Advanced diving classes are to meet after Thanksgiving on Wednesday nights from 7:00 P.M. under the instruction of Janis Setzer.

If any of those interested in any of the swimming classes to come, should sign up at the appointed place. Come out and give swimming a try. It can be fun if you make it that way.

Schoolma'am

What DO you WANT to call your yearbook? Today this is a more important question than it has ever been put before the student body of the Schoolma'am.

Why has this question come up? Because it is the opinion of the students that the name, "Schoolma'am" is now obsolete and inappropriate due to the changes incurred by the growth and expansion of Madison College.

These changes are to be found not only in the curriculum offered, but in the student body itself. The men now play a big role in our college community. Students are enrolled in several non-teaching curriculums, such as business administration, pre-nursing, secretarial, and liberal arts. Obviously, the name, "Schoolma'am" would not appropriately represent the college days of these Madison students.

For fifty years, "Schoolma'am" has appeared on the cover of the yearbook. It is time for a change and it is deemed only suitable that Madison should enter its second fifty years with a more representative title for its book of memories.

A suggestion box has been placed in the post office lobby for the students to deposit their ideas for a title. A few of the many suggestions are: The Virginian, Bluestone Symposium, Madre Fleet, The Blue Ridge, The Shenandoah, The Duke, The Flashback, The Collegiate, The Parkfinder, Madison, retrospect, Sphere of M. C., Occolade, and Madison Review.

In response to the interest from the students, Liz Dawson, editor-in-chief, of the "Schoolma'am, replies: The enthusiasm we showed in the past was based about putting a mouse trap in the linen draped across a chair. Several sophomores were lying in wait for the linen, and we knew that the "Schoolma'am" would not appropriately represent the college days of these Madison students.

For fifty years, "Schoolma'am" has appeared on the cover of the yearbook. It is time for a change and it is deemed only suitable that Madison should enter its second fifty years with a more representative title for its book of memories.

What DO you WANT to call your yearbook? Think about it and contribute your suggestions.
El Club Español has initiated the following people for membership:

Nancy Holtsclaw, Phyllis De Berardino, Pamela Hall, Karl Perrill, See Spearman, Ann McFarland, Nikkie Beveridge, Diana Nickolishen, Kathy Anderson, Dorothy Davis, Chris Clarke, Debi Barber, Janis Culver, and Joyce Keen.

Virginia Tedlock, Vera Jones, Marian Arthur, Sallyann Lawrence, and Helen Falter were initiated into the Math club last week.

Dr. Crystal Theodore will speak at Wesley Foundation on Sunday, November 22, 1959. "Art in Religion" will be her topic. Bring your "Morning Watch" in the 'Y' chapel in Almanac Hall each Wednesday morning.

Wesley Foundation sponsors a Thanksgiving dinner for Madison College members. The guest speaker, Dr. Dorothy Kemmerer of Eastern Mennonite College, spoke of word origins.
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Sports Chat
With Pat

by Pat Dean

Well, extramural hockey season is officially over now and with its end we find the beginning of extramural basketball. Miss Crawford, who will coach the girls, plans to start try-outs as soon as the holidays end. Losing a number of players because of graduation, the team will be looking for new talent along with the players who didn't graduate. Those of you with basketball experience be sure to come out and give it a try. You can't lose — if you don't make extramural there is always intramural if you really want to play.

Stopping by the gym today I watched a close-hard fought volleyball game. Both teams had the team-work so often lacking in a group — what's more they were having fun. I also noticed they were the only two teams there. The Athletic Association sponsors these intramural activities for YOU — you too can get in on the fun. Ann Sullivan, A.A. volleyball sports leader, would enjoy having you out — so give it a try.

Something new in being tried for the freshmen physical education majors — a swimming meet in which the beginning swimmers can enjoy having you out — so give it a try. There will be coach classes in advanced diving offered to anyone interested. They will start the Wednesday following Thanksgiving from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. If you would like to join the class, see Harriet Cork in converse 223 or Box 14.

Notice

If you want to improve your ability in diving you will have an opportunity. There will be coach classes in advanced diving offered to anyone interested. They will start the Wednesday following Thanksgiving from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. If you would like to join the class, see Harriet Cork in converse 223 or Box 14.

VISIT THE QUALITY SHOP

Come in and browse around
SEE THE PRETTY WINTER THINGS AND CHRISTMAS ITEMS

HAVE YOUR WATCH REPAIRED AT

HEFNER'S
Where The Work Is Guaranteed
And The Price Is Reasonable

Do You Think for Yourself?
(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAIN-PAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE)

Do you believe that "what's good enough for your father is good enough for you" is (A) a remark indicating that Father had been unable to do things pretty fancy? (B) a parental trick to avoid spending money? (C) a statement underlining the fact that Father has a different taste? (D) a parental attempt to make you think you are being adult?

If you saw a man on his hands and knees in the street, searching for something, would you (A) try to find it for him? (B) tell him it isn't worth getting run over for? (C) ask him what he's doing down there? (D) offer to buy it from him when he finds it?

Do you think that the old saw "an apple a day keeps the doctor away," (A) simply a trick to get you to eat apples? (B) a health question that can apply to other fruits, too? (D) an admission that you deserve as big an income as Pop?

If you were the only two teams there. The Athletic Association sponsors these intramural activities for YOU — you too can get in on the fun. Ann Sullivan, A.A. volleyball sports leader, would enjoy having you out — so give it a try. There will be coach classes in advanced diving offered to anyone interested. They will start the Wednesday following Thanksgiving from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. If you would like to join the class, see Harriet Cork in converse 223 or Box 14.

Send the Breeze Home

Valley Books
Harrisonburg's Religious Book Store
School Supplies
62 E. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

See Russia in 1960

Economy Student/Teacher summer tours, American conducted, from $190.
Russia by railroad, 17 days from Warsaw or Helsinki. Visit rural towns plus major cities.

Diamond Grand Tour: Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia, Western Europe highlights.

College Circle, Black Sea Cruise, Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia, Britain, W. Europe.

Eastern Europe Adventures! First time available. Bulgaria, Roumania, Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Western Europe scenic route.

See your Travel Agent or write Maupintour
1600 15th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.